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The Elite Prospect Games presented by Passthaball and Project
Basketball brought out some of the top players in the region to Contra
Costa College. We take a look at 5-stars in the 2014 and 2015 classes
as well as Stockton St. Mary's sharpshooter Kat Tudor.
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Mikayla Cowling 6-foot-1G St. Mary's-Berkeley (2014): Cowling
finished with eight points, but displayed her developed perimeter skills
on Saturday. The long time Cal commit had a strong baseline attack
with the left hand and a pull-up from 17 feet. She added a runner and
a catch and finish in one motion late in the game.
Desire Finnie 5-foot-10 F Berkeley (2014): The recent commit for
Pacific turned in another good performance with 12 points. A good
athlete with a high motor, Finnie runs the floor well for easy buckets
and has nice touch from 10-12 feet. Her perimeter skills are coming
along as she becomes the third local commitment for head coach
Lynne Roberts and the Tigers.
Gabby Green 6-foot-1 St. Mary's-Berkeley (2014): Back in the Bay
Area after winning the gold medal with the U19 squad last month,
Green had 16 points in a stat stuffing performance. She has a pull-up
game at 15-17 feet and made a pair of threes. She is a physical guard
who absorbs contact well and can attack from different spots. On
Saturday, Green had numerous assists and had good moments on
defense. One of the top players in the country, she remains
uncommitted.
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Williams joins Wolf Pack
Mikayla Cowling displayed her
developed perimeter skills

Kelli Hayes 6-foot-0 W Mitty (2014): Hayes provided much of the offense early for her team and finished
with 12 points. Still needing a little more polish as a scorer, Hayes is a creative shot maker and a very
good athlete. Her shot has improved over the last year and started falling as the game went on. She is
committed to UCLA.
Simone Sheppard 6-foot-0 F Sacramento (2014): Sheppard was able to get scoring chances in multiple
ways on Saturday. She had a nice pump fake before putting it on the floor and also had a nice spin
move for an and one bucket. Sheppard is an active forward and verbally committed to UNLV over the
summer. She will be a good addition for Sac High this year after sitting out last year due to transfer
rules.
Kelea Dennis 6-foot-2 Post Piedmont (2015): Dennis has the physical tools and motor to be highly
recruited out of the 2015 class. She carves out positions well and is a good rebounder, but struggled to
score over length inside. This is a key year for Dennis with a potential high ceiling.
Bri Moore 5-foot-6 G St. Mary's-Stockton (2015): Moore is aggressive with the ball in her hands and is a
tough matchup to keep out of the lane. She also knocked down a pair of threes, but can play out of
control at times. She was the NorCalPreps.com Division I Player of the Year as a sophomore and ranks
No. 2 in the NCP Top 40.
Asha Thomas 5-foot-5 PG Bishop O'Dowd (2015): Thomas tried to shoot her team back into it with six
threes on the afternoon in finishing with 19 points. The No. 1 player in the 2015 class is able to create
space off the dribble and can dictate pace in the open court. She plays with a good confidence and
already has two state titles.
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Kat Tudor 5-foot-10 G St. Mary's-Stockton (2016): One of the youngest players in the Leaders game,
Tudor showed again you can't leave her open. The sophomore sharpshooter knocked down three 3's with
a quick release. There needs to be more development to her game in the coming years, but she
possesses a premium skill with big game experience.
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